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“If by chance you’re looking for a well-written, comprehensive, brisk, progressive-minded book about intelligence and race and law and childhood socialization rituals and American history and the fabric of everyday life, Robert Hayman’s The Smart Culture is (believe it or not) all that and more. It’s also an antidote for The Bell Curve, lazy minded-libertarianism, and bizarre Supreme Court decisions from Plessy v. Ferguson to McClesky v. Kemp. For all of us who need such antidotes, The Smart Culture is thorough, compassionate, and learned—as well as smart.”

—Michael Bérbé
Author of Life as We Know It

“Robert Hayman is precise in his reading, clear in his analysis, and edifying in his construction and reconstruction of legal theory. Every person who hopes to understand the current ferment in legal thinking should read this book.”

—Jerome McCristal Culp
Duke University School of Law

“Robert Hayman writes passionately and sensitively about our attitudes toward intelligence and how those attitudes shape the conditions of social equality in this country. Our society’s treatment of intelligence is one area where Americans have remained relatively complacent about outmoded stereotypes and caste-like social structures. With this book, perhaps they will be no longer.”

—J. M. Balkin
Lafayette S. Foster Professor, Yale Law School